
Selling conditions 

1 - All the material offered is guaranteed authentic and without hidden defects, unless otherwise 

indicated. For the lots photographed the photo is decisive as regards margins, indentation, 

centering and cancellation. The most important specimens and series are signed orequipped with 

a photographic guarantee certificate of the best known philatelic experts. 

The numbering, for philately, refers to the Sassone catalog for Italy and the Italian area, to the 

Yvert et Tellier and Unified catalogsfor Europe and Yvert et Tellier for overseas. For the 

numismatic catalog Gigante. The reference to other catalogs will bespecifically indicated. 

2 - The published photographs and videos are crucial for centering, indentation, margins and any 

possible defectvisible. 

3 - Mail order offers will be entered according to the order of arrival on the website and will 

participate together with the online ones, the offers will be anonymous to protect the privacy of the 

bidder, if you want you can follow the progress of your online offers. We decline all responsibility 

for delays, missed connections or connections and / ormalfunctions of the online service. 

We do not accept offers subject to a surcharge, or "at best" or similar, the amount written in the 

order form it will follow the steps predetermined in the program with a trend from 5% to 10% 

maximum; in case of parity of offer the first one wins, moreover it is not possible to accept 

cumulative offers for multiple lots. 

Any unsold lots will not be available at the end of the auction. 

Disputes due to negligence or error in the compilation of written offers or those made on the 

website, not will be accepted. 

4 - Filatelia Quattrobajocchi reserves the right to withdraw, add lots and the right to refuse an offer. 

The hammer price will be increased by 20% for each lot awarded, VAT understood and without any 

other burden additional. Example: hammer price € 100 + increase € 20 = € 120, excluding postage. 

5 - Payment must be made upon delivery of the lots and by mail order buyers within 7 days from 

receipt of the invoice by bank transfer to: 

Philatelic Quattrobajocchi IBAN IT29V 05387 04600 00003 5223329 - BPER Banca Via Libertà - 

Palermo 

It is possible to pay by Paypal or credit card via Paypal at filatelia@quattrobajocchi.com with a 

surcharge of the total amount of 3.5% 

If the buyer has not yet paid the due amount after 15 days of receipt, the Philately Quattrobajocchi 

reserves, according to its free appreciation, the following rights or legal actions: 

a: resolve the sale without further notice to the buyer; 

b: proceed with the sale of the lots mentioned above 

c: take any legal action to recover your credit; 

6 - Any payment extensions may be granted on the basis of any agreements that must however be 

formalized before the sale expires. 

7 - Once payment has been made, the lots can be shipped by insured, SDA courier, or by other 

means requested by the buyer at his risk and expense, remaining exempt from all liability with the 



presentation of the shipping receipt made by the medium required. Unless otherwise instructed, 

shipments will be made by Poste Italiane for conventional insurance for Italy. 

For large lots, the related costs will be communicated from time to time. 

8 - We reserve the right to accept or reject the request for "extensions". However, please note that 

"extensions" are not acceptedfor lots whose description of the catalog mentions that they are 

accompanied by a photographic certificate. It specifies also that the possible granting of 

"extensions" does not change the payment terms referred to in point n ° 5. 

9 - Any complaints must be made at the delivery of the lots for those who collect on site, whether 

they are agents or commission. For buyers by mail (mail order offers) complaints must be received 

within 15 days ofshipment. Complaints will be taken into consideration only if, in the opinion of two 

well-known experts, the lot is not found original or was substantially different from our description. 

10 - Reserves the right to request from participants information on their personal details and bank 

references, as well as the right to refuse the offer 

11 - By sending its purchase order, the buyer fully accepts all the conditions of sale listed above. 

For any dispute is competent the Court of Palermo, Italy. 

COMPLAINTS ARE NOT ACCEPTED: 

For collections or accumulations of any kind; for batches of stamps declared defective or of mixed 

quality; for heterogeneous lots stamps not individually described; for lots explicitly described with 

the "to be examined" – “ da esaminare” clause, for all stamps accompanied by a photographic 

certificate mentioned in the catalog description. 

Given the heterogeneity, the different composition, the various quality of the lots, no disputes are 

accepted for all the lots of the chapters"Curiosity and other collectibles" and "Lots and collections", 

any catalog prices in these chapters are those declared by therefore, customers are to be 

considered indicative but not decisive for the description of the lot. 

Upon request we send photos and videos by email of all the lots in the catalog, ad exclusion of 

those with free offer. 


